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A review of our theoretical understanding of the band alignment at organic interfaces is presented with particular emphasis on

the metal/organic (MO) case. The unified IDIS (induced density of interface states) and the ICT (integer charge transfer)

models are reviewed and shown to describe qualitatively and semiquantitatively the barrier height formation at those interfaces.

The IDIS model, governed by the organic CNL (charge neutrality level) and the interface screening includes: (a) charge transfer

across the interface; (b) the ‘‘pillow’’ (or Pauli) effect associated with the compression of the metal wavefunction tails; and

(c) the molecular dipoles. We argue that the ICT-model can be described as a limiting case of the unified IDIS-model for

weak interface screening. For a fully quantitative understanding of the band alignment at organic interfaces, use of

DFT (density functional theory) or quantum chemistry methods is highly desirable. In this Perspective review, we concentrate

our discussion on DFT and show that conventional LDA or GGA calculations are limited by the ‘‘energy gap problem of the

organic materials’’, because the LDA (or GGA) Kohn–Sham energy levels have to be corrected by the self-interaction energy

of the corresponding wavefunction, to provide the appropriate molecule transport energy gap. Image potential and polarization

effects at MO interfaces tend to cancel these self-interaction corrections; in particular, we show that for organic molecules lying

flat on Cu and Ag, these cancellations are so strong that we can rely on conventional DFT to calculate their interface

properties. For Au, however, the cancellations are weaker making it necessary to go beyond conventional DFT. We discuss

several alternatives beyond conventional LDA or GGA. The most accurate approach is the well-known GW-technique, but its

use is limited by its high demanding computer time. In a very simple approach one can combine conventional DFT with a

‘‘scissor’’ operator which incorporates self-interaction corrections and polarization effects in the organic energy levels. Hybrid

potentials combined with conventional DFT represent, probably, the best alternative for having a simple and accurate

approach for analyzing organic interfaces. The problem then is to find an appropriate one for both the metal and the organic

material in a plane-wave formulation; we show, however, how to overcome this difficulty using a local-orbital basis

formulation. As examples of these alternatives, we present some DFT-calculations for several organic interfaces, using either the

scissor operator or a hybrid potential, which can be interpreted in terms of the unified IDIS-model.

1. Introduction

New electronic devices based on organic materials, like

OFETs, OLEDs and photovoltaic cells, have already started

to appear in the market. The growing field of organic and
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spin-based electronics relies on the use of organic conjugated

molecules and polymers as active components in multilayer

device applications.1 The performance of these organic devices

depends crucially on the different energy barriers that control

carrier injection into, and transport between, different layers.

These energy barriers are key quantities for organic thin film

devices and are determined by the relative positions of molecular

levels across metal–organic (MO) and organic-organic (OO)

semiconductor interfaces.1–4

Fig. 1 shows the energy diagram for an organic light

emitting diode (OLED) with three interfaces. In this device,

electrons and holes are injected across MO interfaces into the

two organic films of the system; these charges are collected at

the OO interface, where electron-hole recombination creates

the emitted photon. The performance of this device depends

on how electrons and holes are injected into the organic

materials and on the way those charges are collected and

recombine at the OO interface: this is determined by the

barriers at the different MO and OO interfaces. Since the

barriers are one of the most important physical parameters

defining device behaviour, understanding interface mechanisms

and predicting energy level alignment is therefore highly relevant

to engineering new devices and designing new functionalities.

Molecular level alignment at organic junctions has been

extensively investigated over the last decade.5–8 In particular,

vacuum evaporation of molecular films on clean metal surfaces

has been shown experimentally9,10 to yield intimate MO

interfaces that depart from the Schottky–Mott limit (where

the vacuum level alignment rule is used) due to the formation

of a substantial interface dipole (section II will be devoted to

presenting this experimental evidence). Fig. 2 shows the energy

diagram for such an interface with and without the interface

dipole. Many different physical mechanisms take place, in

some cases simultaneously, in the level alignment at MO

interfaces, contributing to the interface dipole: chemical reaction

and the formation of gap states in the organic material;8,11–14

orientation of molecular dipoles;15,16 or compression of the

metal electron tails at the MO interface due to Pauli

repulsion.13,17–19 We also suggested20,21 that an additional

important mechanism (discussed in section IV) is the tendency

of the charge neutrality level (CNL) of the organic material to

align with the metal Fermi level (or with the CNL of the other

organic material at OO interfaces22); this mechanism is

associated with the rearrangement of charge at the interface,

and this is why the model is called the induced density of

interface states (IDIS) model. More recently, this model

has been extended19 to include Pauli repulsion and intrinsic

molecular dipoles.23 While in the IDIS model the mechanism

associated with the barrier formation is mainly due to the

rearrangement of charge at the interface, in the integer charge

transfer (ICT) model24 polaronic states in the organic material

are assumed to modify the transfer mechanism, creating

spontaneous integer charge transfer at the interface (see section V).

Chemical reactions at organic interfaces, as well as the

unified IDIS model, with Pauli repulsion and molecular dipoles

included are, in principle, amenable to DFT-calculations; the

ICT-model, which can be expected to appear during an

Fig. 1 Schematic energy level diagram for an organic light-emitting

diode. Two organic thin films are placed in between metal electrodes;

electrons and holes are injected across the MO interfaces into the two

organic films of the system. These charges are collected at the OO

interface, where electron-hole recombination creates the emitted

photon.

Fig. 2 Band alignment at a MO junction. In the Schottky–Mott limit

(left) there is no induced electrostatic dipole at the interface, and the

vacuum levels (Evac) are aligned. The alignment of the energy levels of

the organic and metal in the presence of an interface dipole (D) is

shown on the right.
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important electron–phonon interaction in the organic material,

should be analyzed going beyond DFT, by introducing an

appropriate electron–phonon self-energy. However, a

conventional-DFT calculation (a Kohn–Sham DFT

calculation using e.g. the LDA or GGA exchange–correlation

functionals) for organic interfaces would not allow an accurate

determination of the charge transfer at the interface, since

organic molecular energy gaps in the gas phase can be under-

estimated by several eVs25–33 (the situation at interfaces will be

discussed below). This is the ‘‘organic energy gap problem’’

that is related to the fact that Kohn–Sham eigenvalues are not

a proper representation of quasiparticle excitation energies: in

conjugated organic molecules, the difference between the

Kohn–Sham HOMO and LUMO eigenvalues is significantly

smaller that the transport gap measured experimentally.34–36

This discrepancy largely arises from the fact that the

Kohn–Sham DFT gap refers to the N-electron calculation,

while the transport gap Et involves total energy differences

with the molecule in a charged state. Et is given by the

difference between the ionization (I) and affinity (A) levels:

E t = I � A, where

I = E[N] � E[N � 1]; A = E[N + 1] � E[N] (1)

and E[Ni] is the energy of the system with Ni electrons. In

section III we will analyze this problem, and in section VI we

discuss different alternatives, beyond conventional DFT, for

having an appropriate description of the organic energy gap

(we stress that we concentrate this discussion on MO-interfaces,

where image potential effects are more relevant). This serious

limitation, not yet satisfactorily solved, of the DFT description

of the gap, explains why using simple models as IDIS and ICT

is still very valuable in order to understand the formation of

organic–semiconductor interface barriers and justifies our

detailed presentation of these models in sections IV and V

(also with special emphasis on the MO-interface).

2. Experiments

This is a very brief presentation of the experiments carried out

to measure the interface properties of the organic interfaces

(for a more complete presentation of these experiments, see

ref. 37–41). The main techniques used in these systems are

ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) and inverse

photoemission electron spectroscopy (IPES). In UPS either

synchrotron radiation or a helium discharge lamp (with

energies of 21.22, HeI, or 40.8 eV, HeII) are used to excite

electrons from the valence band; the UPS-spectrum (see Fig. 3)

characterizes the different molecular levels and, in particular,

the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), the closest

(red in Fig. 3) to the Fermi energy, which is measured

separately on a metallic electrode.37

Empty states are studied using IPES in the isochromat

mode, changing the electron energy while keeping the detected

photon energy fixed.38–41 This spectrum defines the empty

density of states (see Fig. 3) and, in particular, the lowest

unoccuppied molecular orbital (LUMO), the blue one in

Fig. 3. The right panel of Fig. 3 shows, for a ZnPc material,

the HOMO and LUMO levels as extracted from the UPS and

IPES spectroscopic measurements (aligned using the metal

Fermi edge), as well as the interface Fermi level and the

different barriers, for electrons and holes, at the interface.42

When an organic film is deposited on a metal, the induced

interface electrostatic dipole, D, can also be measured using

UPS. This dipole is determined by the shift of the

Fig. 3 UPS and IPES data for a ZnPc-film; the onset of the

UPS-spectrum is also shown.5,37–41 The vacuum level, as well as the

LUMO and HOMO levels of the organic film, are extracted from these

experiments. The right panel shows the HOMO and LUMO levels as

extracted from the combined UPS and IPES spectroscopic measurements

as well as the interface Fermi level.42 Figure reprinted, from ref. 97,

with permission from Elsevier. Copyright 2002.

Fig. 4 UPS-spectra for a Au/a-NPD interface as a function of the

organic deposition. The change in the onset of the photoemission

spectrum yields the interface dipole.5,37–41 The lower panel shows how

this interface dipole can be combined with the UPS-spectrum to obtain

the energy level diagram of the metal/organic interface.37 Figure

reproduced, from ref. 28, with permission from Marcel Dekker.

Copyright 2002.
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photoemission spectrum onset (associated with electron

secondary emission) as shown in Fig. 437 for the case of

a-NPD on Au: the shift, D, in the spectrum onset yields the

interface dipole. The lower panel of Fig. 4 shows how this

interface dipole can be combined with the UPS-spectrum to

obtain the full diagram of the metal/organic interface.37

The use of photoemission to analyze organic band offsets,

pioneered by the groups of Kahn, Salaneck and Seki, thus

provides essential information about the level alignment.

Fig. 5 shows a summary of the main results37 for different

MO interfaces. In this figure, the interface Fermi level (in red)

is shown, for a given organic compound, as a function of the

metal workfunction; the blue line shows the value one would

expect to have for the Fermi level if the Schottky–Mott limit

would define the interface behaviour. Different experimental

values seem to fall in a straight line whose slope is S (see below

for a theoretical definition of S). On the other hand, Fig. 6

shows the interface dipoles and the barrier heights, as obtained

with UPS and IPS,for different O/O interfaces.43

3. The energy gap problem in organic materials.

Calculation of the molecular transport gap and

image potential effects

3.1 Transport energy gap and corrections to the molecular

levels

As mentioned above, the transport energy gap for organic

molecules cannot be correctly described by conventional DFT

calculations. We are going to illustrate how a particular

formulation of DFT, the so called LCAO-OO method,44,45

can be useful to formulate corrections to the DFT level

Fig. 5 Experimental evidence for metal/organic interfaces: interface Fermi level (in red) for different organic compounds, as a function of the

metal workfunction. The blue lines show the Schottky–Mott limit result.5,37,43 Reprinted, from ref. 98, with permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Copyright 2003.

Fig. 6 Energy level diagrams and interface dipoles for different organic/organic hetero-junctions obtained from UPS and IPES experiments.5,43

Figure reprinted, from ref. 34, with permission from Elsevier. Copyright 2000.
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positions. The OO method uses a local orthogonal orbital

basis, fias, and instead of using a functional, E[r(~r)], of the
charge density, r(~r), a function E[nias] of the orbital occupancies

(OO), nias, is used.46 In this approach, an orthogonal basis,

fias, defined by the Lowdin’s transformation46 is used, so that

nias is the charge associated with the Lowdin’s orbital ias. The
first step in formulating the OO-method is to write down all

the significant contributions to the total energy E[nis] as

an explicit function of nias. For this purpose, the following

many-body Hamiltonian is introduced:

Ĥ ¼
X
ias

Eiasn̂ias þ
X

iaajb;s

T̂ ia;jb;sĈ
þ
iasĈjbs þ

1

2

X
iasaib;s0

Ui;abn̂iasn̂ibs0

þ 1

2

X
ia;jb;s;s0ðiajÞ

Jia;jbn̂iasn̂jbs0 þ dĤ0

ð2Þ

In this equation, Ĉias
+Ĉias = n̂ias and Ĉias

+Ĉjas = n̂ias,jas
define the density matrix operator with mean values nias and

nias,jbs, respectively; Eias is the one electron contribution to the

energy of the orbital ias; and T̂ias,jbs the hopping between

orbitals ias and jbs.44 In eqn (2), Ui,ab(Jia,jb) are intraatomic

(interatomic) electron–electron integrals which represent the

most important contributions to the two body interaction. The

term dĤ0 is small and it is not going to be discussed in

detail here (see ref. 44). In this approach the most important

contribution to the exchange–correlation energy, Exc, comes

from the Coulomb one-center U and two-center J terms. The

exchange hole contribution is obtained46 using a mean-field

approximation such that:

Ex ¼ � 1

2

X
iabs

Ui;abn
2
iabs �

1

2

X
iajbs

Jia;jbn
2
ia;jbs

¼ � 1

2

X
ias

Jeff
ia niasð1� niasÞ ð3Þ

where Jeffia is the mean interaction between the charge nias and

its hole (1 � nias). E
x includes contributions from both the

interatomic and intra-atomic exchange hole. The intra-atomic

correlation energy is given by ref. 45

Ec ¼ � 1

2

X
ias

fiasð ~U � Jeff
ia Þniasð1� niasÞ ð4Þ

where fias is the fraction of the exchange hole which is

converted into an intra-atomic correlation hole,45 and Ũi the

average of the intra-atomic Coulomb integrals Uia,b over the

orbitals a,b of the atom i. In the LCAO-OO approximation,

Exc = Ex + Ec is used to construct the following local (orbital

dependent) potential:

Vxc
ias = dExc/dnias (5)

that is added (as
P

iasV
xc
iasn̂ias) to the effective one-electron

Hamiltonian of the system.

Then, neglecting contributions from dĤ0, the effective

one-electron Hamiltonian associated with the LCAO-OO

approach is the following:

Ĥ
eff ¼

X
ias

ðEias þ VH
ias þ Vxc

iasÞn̂ias þ
X
ia; jbs

Tia;jbc
þ
iascjbs ð6Þ

where VH
ias is the hartree potential given byP

bs0ðaasÞUiabnibs0 þ
P

jbs0 Jia;jbnjbs0 ; solving this Hamiltonian

self-consistently yields nis and, in a further step, the total

energy, E[nias], of the system.

Calculations using this LCAO-OO approach and a DFT

method,25,47 which use the standard LDA functional

for the exchange–correlation energy48–50 or the GGA

approximation,28,29 were performed for several organic molecules.

Results for the benzene and PTCDA molecules (using a

minimal basis set in the case of ref. 25) are given in Table 1.

In Table 1, energy gaps are defined as the difference between

the LUMO and the HOMO levels. When analyzing the values

of the gap given by Table 1, notice first that, even though

the use of a minimal basis25 yields larger values for benzene,

the LDA and GGA gaps are very similar, all falling around

5.0 eV for benzene and 1.6 eV for PTCDA. But notice too

that these values are significantly below the ‘appropriate’

gap values, given in the last lines by experiment and the use

of GW or eqn (1).

As seen above, LDA or GGA molecular gaps are very small

compared with either experiments or with energy gaps

calculated from total energy differences involving the molecule

in charged configurations, as given by eqn (1). To overcome

this limitation, we now discuss a simple scheme32,51 to calculate

the electronic spectrum of an organic molecule from a DFT

calculation for the neutral molecule, by approximating its total

energy with either N + 1 or N � 1 electrons.32 We do so by

considering the corresponding many-body contributions to

the total energy in the charged state using the wavefunctions

of the uncharged (N-electron) case; this is done by calculating

Table 1 HOMO and LUMO level positions and energy gap (in eV),
for the benzene and PTCDA molecules, calculated using several
approximations of DFT, and once the DFT levels are corrected, as
described in the text. The last two lines (last four lines for PTCDA)
show reference values, obtained either from experiment or from more
accurate GW or charged configuration calculations

Benzene HOMO LUMO Gap

Benzene

OO LDA25 �3.6 2.0 5.6
Fireball LDA25 �6.1 �0.7 5.4
GGA28 4.7
GGA29 4.7
Plane Wave LDA33 5.1
LDA47 5.16
GW47 10.51
OO LDA incl. level corrections
[eqn (16)]

�7.3 5.7 13.0

OO LDA and eqn (1) 11.9
Exp.26 �9.2 1.1 10.3

PTCDA

OO LDA �4.0 �2.4 1.6
Fireball LDA25 �5.8 �4.3 1.5
GGA31 1.6
Fireball LDA incl. level corrections
[eqn (16)]

�6.2 �0.2 6.0

Fireball using LDA and eqn (1) 5.5
LDA30 1.5
B3LYP 2.6
GW30 4.9
LDA and eqn (1)30 5.0
B3LYP and eqn (1)30 5.2

GGA and eqn (1)27 �7.8 �2.6 5.2
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the effect on the total energy of adding an electron to, or

removing it from, a certain molecular orbital and neglecting

the electron rearrangement that takes place upon charging

(in analogy with Koopmans’ theorem in Hartree–Fock theory).

The addition or removal of an electron from a system is

analyzed by looking at the contributions to the total energy

from the one-electron, (intra- and inter-site) Hartree, and

exchange–correlation (eqn (3) and (4)) contributions within

the LCAO-OO method.

E½fniasg� ¼ Eo:e: þ
X

iasaibs0
Uiabniasnias0 þ

1

2

X
ias; jbs0
iaj

Jia; jbniasnjbs0

� 1

2

X
ias

Jeff
iasniasð1� niasÞ

� 1

2

X
ias

fiað ~Ui � Jeff
ia Þniasð1� niasÞ

ð7Þ

If an electron is now added to the system, the orbital occupations

nias are increased with respect to the uncharged case; for a

spin-up electron, for instance, we have:

niam - niam + dniam

niak - niak (8)

with an analogous expression for an added spin-down

electron.

The total energy for this N + 1 electron case is obtained by

approximating the Hartree and exchange–correlation energies

by an expansion up to second order in dn, and substituting (8)

in (7). The affinity level is then given by:

A ¼ E½N þ 1� � E½N�

¼ eKS
LUMO þ

1

2

X
iabðaabÞ

Uiabdnia"dnib"

þ 1

2

X
ia;jb

Jia;jbdnia"dnjb" þ
1

2

X
ia

Jeff
ia dn2ia"

þ 1

2

X
fiað ~Ui � Jeff

ia Þdn2ia"

ð9Þ

where eKS is the Kohn–Sham eigenvalue for the LUMO.

In a similar way, the ionization level is given by:

I ¼ E½N� � E½N � 1�

¼ eKS
HOMO �

1

2

X
iabðaabÞ

Uiabdn0ia"dn
0
ib"

� 1

2

X
ia;jb

Jia;jbdn0ia"dn
0
ib" �

1

2

X
ia

Jeff
ia dn02ia"

� 1

2

X
fiað ~Ui � Jeff

ia Þdn02ia"

ð10Þ

where also eKS is the Kohn–Sham eigenvalue for the HOMO.

In this approximation, the N-electron Kohn–Sham orbitals

are used to describe the wavefunctions of the excitations.

This implies that the variations in the orbital populations

are simply given by the projection of the corresponding

wavefunction on the basis orbitals fi; for the ionization and

affinity energies, these are:

dn0im = �|hcim|HOMOi|2

dnim = |hcim|HOMOi|2 (11)

Normalization of the Kohn–Sham wavefunctions ensures that

the charge variation is not a fraction but exactly one electron

(
P

idnim = 1).

By considering electrons or holes being added to different

molecular levels, the above corrections to the DFT molecular

levels can be extended not just for the ionization and affinity

levels but for all molecular orbitals, F(a).
Eqn (9) and (10) (and similar equations for the other

molecular levels) express the energies of the molecular levels

as a bare Kohn–Sham eigenvalue, plus a correction which is

evaluated using the corresponding N-electron wavefunction.

These corrections yield the basic difference between the

conventional DFT-levels and the appropriate molecular levels

of the system. Importantly, while approximations are made in

the exchange and correlation energies, the gap is obtained

from total energies from N, N � 1 and N + 1 electrons. At

variance with standard DFT, the calculation of the gap

involves charged configurations of the molecule. Notice too

that these corrections can be interpreted (see eqn (9) and (10))

as the self-interaction energy (with a 1
2
-factor) associated with

the molecular wavefunction charge distribution. Then, the

appropriate transport energy gap for the isolated molecule

is given as the (underestimated) Kohn–Sham gap plus the

self-interaction corrections:

Et
mol = EKS

mol + ESI
mol (isolated molecule) (12)

The corrections to the molecular level positions, resulting from

the application of eqn (12), are shown in Fig. 7 for several

organic molecules. Several features can be extracted from

Fig. 7. First, the magnitude of the corrections is more or less

constant for all molecular orbitals near the gap and does not

show important differences between the occupied part of the

spectrum (to the left of the Figure) and the empty one (right).

The rather small differences between the corrections that each

orbital position experiences justifies the procedure of rigidly

shifting all empty molecular orbitals by the same amount using

a scissors operator (see section VI), in order to correct the

DFT gap.

Secondly, large deviations in the magnitude of the

corrections in general correspond to rather strongly localized

orbitals, such as the four occupied s orbitals of PTCDA, just

below the HOMO, which are centered on the oxygen atoms.

Another paradigmatic example is the Cu-localized orbital in

the CuPc molecule, whose relative position with respect to the

CuPc HOMO (of p symmetry) can be incorrectly predicted by

DFT calculations.30 These large corrections given by eqn (9)

and (10) counter the self-interaction errors that are present in

the calculation of strongly-localized level positions,30,47 such

as those mentioned above.

Also, notice how the OO-molecular level corrections

provide a surprisingly good approximation to calculations

involving the charged configurations (eqn (1)) or those

obtained using the GW approximation. The latter includes

This journal is �c the Owner Societies 2009 Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2009, 11, 8658–8675 | 8663



the computationally very costly non-local correlation, and

yields appropriate quasiparticle energies: this is approximated

in our level corrections (eqn (9) and (10)), though in our

case, no orbital relaxation due to charging is considered.

These relaxation effects are not negligible, especially in

smaller molecules like benzene, reducing the energy gap by

1.1 eV (benzene) and 0.5 eV (PTCDA). Further differences to

the GW calculations are attributed to the use of a

minimal basis.

3.2 Organic/metal interfaces. Image potential effects

Up to now, we have just considered the case of isolated

organic molecules. We have seen that the gap is substantially

underestimated by DFT and that the DFT molecular levels

should be somehow corrected. When an organic molecule is

near a metal surface, another, related, effect takes place due to

the image potential created by the image charge (see Fig. 8):

this is a correlation effect that opposes the self-interaction

correction and tends to reduce the energy gap, making it more

similar to the results of the DFT-calculations.30,53,54

Classically, the affinity (ionization) level moves down (up)

by a quantity, Vim, due to the image charge potential.55 This

effect has been recently analyzed quantum mechanically by

Louie and collaborators in two different systems.52,53 In the

first one,52 benzene on graphene (a semimetal), this group

studied using GW methods the energy band spectrum of the

molecule, with its plane parallel to the surface, as a function of

the molecule/metal distance. From this detailed calculation, it

can be seen that, for this particular system, the classical view

applied to the benzene molecular levels works quite well. In

particular, benzene is located 3.25 Å from the graphene-layer

and e2/4d = 1.58 eV, so that the energy gap is reduced by

3.16 eV in good agreement with GW-calculations, which yield

a reduction of around 2.9–3.0 eV). Notice again that the LDA

gaps are very different from the GW values, both for the free

molecule and on graphene (5.16 vs. 10.51 eV, and 5.05 vs.

7.35 eV, respectively).

In the second paper,53 this group analyzed C60 on Au(111).

In these calculations, the LDA-energy gap for C60 in the gas

phase is 1.6 eV; the self-interaction correction amounts to

3.2 eV and the gas-transport energy gap is 4.8 eV. At the

equilibrium distance between C60 and Au (d = 2.5 Å),

the classical image potential would reduce the gap by

1.45 eV. GW calculations show that, at that distance, this

reduction is 2.3 eV, suggesting an extra reduction of the gap of

0.85 eV, which could be partially attributed to a reduction of

the intra-molecular exchange-hole that becomes delocalized

upon adsorption (this point will be discussed later on in

section VI) or molecule polarization. Again the transport

gap at the equilibrium distance 4.8–2.3 = 2.5 eV, which is

0.9 eV larger than the DFT value.

We now consider a series of organic molecules (PTCDA,

PTCBI, CBP, pentacene, anthracene and benzene, see Fig. 9).

Fig. 7 Value of the corrections, see eqn (9) and (10), to the DFT levels as a function of the molecular level. Black (green) squares correspond to

states of p(s) symmetry. Positive (negative) values correspond to occupied (empty) states.

Fig. 8 Scheme showing the evolution of the affinity and ionization

levels as a function of the metal/molecule distance, due to the image

potential.
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Table 2 shows an estimation, using the classical image

potential, of how image effects change the energy gap of these

molecules when deposited parallel to the surface on Au(111),

Ag(111) and Cu(111). While molecules can experience

adsorption-induced deformations, we neglect these here for

the purpose of our discussion. In this Table, the image plane

has been taken from Smith et al.,56 and its distance to the

molecule, has been taken from experimental evidence when

available (the value for PTCDA57 is also used for PTCBI and

CBP; that for pentacene,57 extrapolated to Ag and Au from

the pentacene/Cu case and the differences in the PTCDA-

metal distances is also used for benzene and anthracene).

Image potential effects are compared in Table 2 with self-

interaction corrections: in this Table, we also include the range

of energy gaps afforded by LDA, GGA or GW, except for

benzene where the experimental value is quoted. Self-interaction

corrections are defined in Table 2 as the difference between the

transport energy gaps and the DFT-energy gaps.

For the isolated molecule, the corrections to the energy gap,

eqn (9) and (10), are associated with the exchange-hole, and

can be calculated using a Hartree–Fock (or hybrid) approxi-

mation (see section VI below for a discussion of this point).

At interfaces, the intra-molecular exchange-hole is reduced

since the metal–molecule interaction delocalizes the molecular

states over the metal. This hole has been calculated for the

benzene/Au(111) system as a function of the distance;58 these

results suggest that the fraction of the hole localized on the

molecule is reduced to around 65–85%: this makes ESI smaller

by a factor g, which typically is: g = 0.65, 0.70 and 0.85

for Cu(111), Ag(111) and Au(111), respectively (for smaller

metal/molecule distances, delocalization will increase and

g will decrease). This shows that, due to these surface effects,

the molecular energy gap is reduced and eqn (12) should be

replaced by:

Et = EKS + gESI � Vim (interface) (13)

In Table 3 we show gESI and the classical image potential Vim

for different molecules on Au(111), Ag(111) and Cu(111) using

the g values and metal–organic distances mentioned above.

Table 3 shows how, across the molecules considered, gESI is

clearly larger than Vim for Au, while both values are similar for

Ag and Cu, thus cancelling each other out (see eqn (13)). These

results suggest that conventional DFT might be appropriate

for the Ag and Cu cases (since both corrections to the gap tend

to cancel out), while for Au it would yield a too small energy

gap. Corrections to the DFT-gap at the interface are between

0.8 eV for pentacene or PTCBI, and 1.3–1.6 eV for anthracene

or benzene. This is also related to the molecule reactivity

which is important for Ag or Cu, but small for Au;57,59 in

the reactive cases, one expect Kohn–Sham DFT to be an

appropriate approach for calculating the metal/molecule

interaction.

We end up this section by comparing in Table 4 the

experimental energy gaps obtained by Kahn’s and Umbach’s

groups for different molecules on Au, with the theoretical

estimations given above. It is remarkable that our theoretical

values are within Kahn’s37 and Umbach’s60 results.

4. The IDIS-model

Simple but accurate models are useful in understanding the

physics behind the calculations. For organic interfaces this is

more necessary as, in the case of the least reactive interfaces,

LDA or GGA calculations do not yield an accurate descrip-

tion of the metal/organic gap or, in the case of van der Waals

forces, the interaction between them. The IDIS-model20–22 has

been very successful in explaining the behaviour of those

Fig. 9 Some of the low-weight organic semiconductors that are

discussed in this paper.

Table 2 Image potential and self-interaction corrections for different
molecules. The DFT- and the transport energy gaps are also given
(units: eV)

Vim PTCDA PTCBI CBP PEN ANT Benzene

Au(111) 2.2 2.1 2.15 2.8 3.1 3.2
Ag(111) 2.5 2.3 2.4 3.2 3.6 3.8
Cu(111) 2.7 2.5 2.6 3.5 4.1 4.3
SI-correction 3.3–3.6 3.4 3.6 4.2 5.2 5.1–5.6
DFT-energy gap 1.5–1.6 1.2 2.8 1.3 2.2 4.7–5.2
Transport energy gap 4.9–5.2 4.6 6.4 5.5 7.4 10.3

Table 3 gESI and Vim are compared for different MO interfaces (units: eV)

gESI/(Vim) PTCDA PTCBI CBP PEN ANT Benzene

Au 2.8–3.1/2.2 2.9 (2.1) 3.1 (2.1) 3.6 (2.8) 4.4 (3.1) 4.3–4.8 (3.2)
Ag 2.3–2.5 (2.5) 2.5 (2.3) 2.5 (2.4) 3.0 (3.2) 3.6 (3.6) 3.6–3.9 (3.8)
Cu 2.1–2.3 (2.7) 2.3 (2.5) 2.4 (2.6) 2.8 (3.5) 3.4 (4.1) 3.3–3.6 (4.3)

Table 4 Experimental transport energy gaps from Kahn37 and Umbach60 are compared with our theoretical estimations (units: eV)

Et (interface) PTCDA CuPc PTCBI CBP PEN

Kahn 3.2 � 0.4 2.3 � 0.4 3.1 � 0.4 4.6 � 0.4 2.95 � 0.4
Umbach 2.5 1.82 — — —
This work 2.4 � 0.2 2.2 � 0.2 2.2 � 0.2 3.7 � 0.2 2.1 � 0.2
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non-reactive interfaces and, in this section, we present in detail

its most important properties.

Within the IDIS model, the central quantity is the organic

CNL, a kind of electronegativity marker which defines the

direction and magnitude of charge transfer to other materials.

This concept is closely related to Pauling’s electronegativity as

shown in the next table taken from The Nature of the Chemical

Bond.61

Table 5 illustrates with a few examples how Pauling’s atomic

electronegativity is closely related to (I + A)/2,13 the average

of the first ionization level and electron affinity, a quantity that

should be a measure of the electron attraction by the neutral

atom. In DFT, electronegativity is described as minus the

average of the ionization and affinity levels, �(I + A)/2,62,63 a

value that has been used to analyze molecular level alignment

at organic interfaces.64 While using the midgap energy already

provides a good description of charge transfer, we believe

using the CNL position can provide more insight, since the

CNL (which reflects the molecule at the interface) is not

always near the midgap. Moreover, notice that the proper

calculation of I and A implies the molecule in its charged

configuration (eqn (1)), rather than the average of the (DFT)

HOMO and LUMO energies. The difference between these

quantities is related to the discontinuity in the derivative of the

total energy with respect to the (continuous) number of

electrons.63

While it can be intuitively understood how the donor or

acceptor character of an organic molecule is directly related to

its HOMO and LUMO positions, the organic CNL generalizes

this concept to an organic material and takes into account not

only its HOMO and LUMO levels but the whole energy

spectrum of the system.20 At a MO interface, within the IDIS

model electron charge should flow between the two materials

depending on the sign of (FM � CNL), in such a way that a

dipole, D, will be induced at the interface. The effect of this

dipole is to screen (FM � CNL) to SMO(FM � CNL), where

SMO is a screening parameter (0o So 1) that depends on the

interface properties.20 The interface dipole is then given by:

(1 � SMO)(FM � CNL). At an OO interface,22 the relevant

energy is (CNL1–CNL2) and the screening parameter SOO can

be approximated by 1
2
(1/e1 + 1/e2), where e1 and e2 are the

static dielectric constants of both media.65,66

4.1 MO interfaces

Let us now discuss how the CNL position of the organic

material is calculated, by considering an organic molecule

(such as, say, PTCDA or CuPc, see Fig. 9) adsorbed on an

unreactive metal, say Au. In this case there is a weak chemical

interaction between the noble metal (Au) and a closed-shell

organic molecule separated a distance E3–3.5 Å, and as

discussed above a conventional DFT calculation does not

describe properly the electronic properties of this interface.

Thus, in our analysis we start with a LDA-calculation of the

isolated molecule and include in a first step many-body

corrections to the molecular energy levels, as discussed in

section III; then, these corrections are introduced using a

scissor operator (see section VI) acting on the molecular

Hamiltonian, shifting each LDA-eigenenergy by an amount

which depends on the energy associated with adding an

electron (empty states) or a hole (occupied states) to that

particular molecular orbital.

The CNL position is then calculated by introducing the

interaction between the molecule and the metal using

perturbation theory; in this calculation, the molecular energy

levels (already shifted by the self-interaction correction as well

as image charge effects) are broadened by their interaction

with the metal, and an ‘induced density of interface states’ is

created in the molecular energy gap (see Fig. 10). The organic

CNL is calculated by integrating the density of states in the

molecule up to its neutral number of electrons. It should be

stressed that the CNL position should be calculated by using

the LDA energy spectrum after these many-body corrections,

as well as the reduction of the gap by image charge effects,

have been introduced. In practice, this is equivalent to using

the experimental transport gap (provided by Kahn’s data,

see Table 4). In this way, we approximate the relevant

contributions when a charge is added to the molecule at the

interface, and reproduce the transport gap, a situation which a

LDA calculation for a weakly-interacting interface would not

describe satisfactorily.

To gain some insight into the alignment, before discussing

the unified IDIS model, we first consider an organic molecule

on a metal, characterised respectively by CNL and FM. To try

to equalise this initial potential difference, a dipole is induced

across the interface, whose magnitude is calculated according

to the IDIS theory as:

DIDIS = (fM � CNL � DIDIS)4pe2D(EF)d/A (14)

Table 5 Ionization and affinity levels, in eVs, for different atoms;61

(I+ A)/2 should be compared with the corresponding electronegativity

I A (I + A)/2 Electronegativity

F 17.4 3.6 10.5 4.0
Cl 13.0 3.8 8.4 3.0
Br 11.9 3.5 7.7 2.8
H 13.6 0.8 7.2 2.1
Li 5.4 0.0 2.7 1.0
Na 5.2 0.0 2.6 0.9

Fig. 10 Density of states (DOS) for PTCDA at a Au(111)/PTCDA

interface for different MO distances.20 The molecular energy levels

(red vertical lines) are broadened by their interaction with the metal.

The organic CNL (black line)is calculated by integrating the density of

states in the molecule up to its neutral number of electrons.
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In this equation, DIDIS is proportional to the potential offset or

misalignment, which in turn depends on the dipole induced

DIDIS (see Fig. 11a). The screening parameter, S, can be

defined in terms of the density of states at the Fermi level,

D(EF), the area per molecule, A, and the distance, d, between

the molecule and the metal:

SMO = 1/(1 + 4pe2D(EF)d/A) (15)

Solving for DIDIS, and using eqn (15), we get:20

DIDIS = (1 � SMO)(fM � CNL) (16)

which is the central IDIS equation for MO interfaces. One can

also find that:

(EF � CNL) = SMO(fM � CNL) (17)

Notice that the CNL position does not describe the molecular

charge transfer after contact. Instead, it represents the organic

Fermi level for the molecule in proximity to a metal, before

charge transfer is considered. It is this initial (mis)alignment

which drives charge transfer. The CNL is thus a useful energy

marker which, like electronegativity, can be used to predict the

size and direction of charge transfer at the interface.

This analysis can be extended to include Pauli (exchange)

effects and molecular permanent dipoles at the interface

(see Fig. 11b). The Pauli repulsion can be described by the

‘pillow’ dipole, DP, which is associated with the compression of

the metal electron tails at the interface.17–19 We calculate the

charge rearrangement due to the orthogonalization of the

organic and metal orbitals by expanding the organic–metal

many-body interactions up to second order in the organic-

metal overlap; this rearrangement corresponds to the ‘push-back’

effect experienced by the tail of the metal wave function and

changes the value of FM, so that it effectively behaves as a

dipole at the interface.19 This can be approximated as:

DP ¼ 4pe2=A
X

iemole;i0emetal

�ðni þ ni0 ÞSii0

�

�
Z

Dr
!0fi0fi þ ðni � ni0 ÞSii0d

!
ii0=A

�
� u!

ð18Þ

where fi and fi0 are the local orbitals associated with the

organic and metal atoms respectively; Sii0 is their overlap;

ni and ni0 their corresponding occupation numbers; ~dii0 the

vector joining atoms i and i0; D~r0 a vector whose origin is

the ii0-midpoint; and ~u a unitary vector in the direction

perpendicular to the surface.

The effect of having molecules with a permanent dipolar

moment, P0, with a non-zero component perpendicular to the

interface can also be taken into account as a modification of

the metal work-function; within the Topping model67 this

effect is described by means of the dipole Dmol:

Dmol = D0/(1 + a) (19)

where D0 = 4pP0/A, A being the area per organic molecule,

and a = 2w/a3(A = pa2), w being the molecular susceptibility.

This molecular dipole is screened both by the surrounding

organic material (through its polarizability a) and, if it is

localised at the MO interface, by the metal electrons too.

A similar analysis as before (eqn (14)–(17)) yields:

DT
MO = SMO(D

P + Dmol) + (1 � SMO)(fM � CNL) (20)

and

EF � CNL = SMO(D
P + Dmol) + SMO(fM � CNL) (21)

This result is physically very intuitive: the ‘pillow’ and the

molecular dipoles (if it is located at the interface) have been

screened by the surface polarizability to SDP and SDmol,

respectively. The total interface dipole now incorporates the

effects of the ‘pillow’ and the molecular dipole.

The magnitudes of the Pauli (‘pillow’) and molecular

permanent dipoles are obtained from respective separate

first-principles calculations: P0 is obtained from the isolated

molecule and the Pauli-pillow dipole from eqn (18).

Notice also that the CNL position does not necessarily

coincide with the Fermi level of the junction; instead, it is a

useful energy marker measuring ‘organic electronegativity’

and indicating the magnitude and direction of charge transfer.

The final (mis)alignment between the CNL and the Fermi level

(or the other CNL) depends on their initial offset and on how

efficiently potential differences are screened at the interface

(S parameter). Only if S is very small (SE 0), EFECNL. On the

other hand, if S E 1 (no screening at all) DT
MO = DP + Dmol,

and the Fermi level is given by: EF = fM + (DP + Dmol).

Eqn (14)–(21) have been applied to several weakly-interacting

interfaces;19–23 Table 6 shows the results for junctions between

Au and PTCDA, PTCBI, CBP and CuPc, and between Cu and

a full monolayer of benzenethiolate (S-Bt) (see also Fig. 9).

The Table details the different contributions (see eqn (20)) to

the interface dipole, as well as a comparison with experiments

of the total dipole.

The first four cases exhibit no molecular dipole in the

direction perpendicular to the interface (PTCDA, for instance

has polar C–O bonds, but the molecule is adsorbed on Au

parallel to the surface68). For these cases, the IDIS (charge

transfer) term is seen to yield the strongest contribution to the

dipole. The Pauli-pillow term also represent an important

contribution, but not as strong; this explains why our early

analysis where the Pauli-pillow term was not included20

Fig. 11 Energy level alignment for a MO interface: (a) original IDIS

model; (b) unified IDIS model, including the effects of the Pauli (DP)

and molecular (Dmol) dipoles at the interface, screened by the S

parameter (see text).
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already resulted in a good agreement with experiment (in fact,

it provides in some cases a better agreement than the combined

IDIS-Pauli expression).

The Cu/S-Bt interface,23 on the other hand, illustrates a case

where there is a strong molecular dipole. In agreement with

previous studies,15,16,69 the effect of molecular dipoles is found

to be important, contributing around 0.6 eV to a total dipole

of 1.0 eV for a full monolayer (see also section VI). This

description was also used to determine the Bt orientation on

the surface as a function of coverage.23

4.2 OO-Interfaces

One of the advantages of the IDIS model is its description of

MO and OO junctions within the same formalism. The

analysis of molecular band offsets within DFT requires careful

interpretation due to the large intermolecular distances and

weak interaction.

Within our formulation,22 the alignment at OO interfaces is

determined by the tendency of the CNLs of both materials to

align (as determined from their initial CNL offset), and follows

eqn (23) with the simplification that some terms are now

negligible: the Pauli (pillow) term, for instance, does not

appear because of the similar size of the orbitals in both

organic materials.

The screening parameter for organic heterojunctions, SOO,

can in this case be calculated as:65,66

SOO ¼
1

2

1

e1
þ 1

e2

� �
ð22Þ

which assumes that the potential drop takes place at

mid-distance between both organics, whose contributions are

proportional to the inverse of their static dielectric functions.

We note in passing that this equation reduces to the MO case

by considering emetal -N, so that 1
2
e0 provides an estimate for

SMO.

DT
OO = SOOD

mol + (1 � SOO)(CNL1 � CNL2) (23)

It should be stressed that in both, MO and OO, interfaces, the

crucial quantities are the CNLs and the screening parameter,

S; together with the ‘‘pillow’’ dipole (for M/O) and the

molecular dipoles they define, through eqn (20) and (23), the

interface dipoles.

Organic heterojunctions show a weak interaction and the

energy level alignment at these interfaces is characterised by

exhibiting no interface dipole (vacuum level rule) in the

majority of cases, while at the same time the large dipoles

that have been measured at several interfaces constitute a few

significant exceptions (see Fig. 6). The fact that the vacuum

level rule is followed in most cases is consistent with the

unreactive nature of the interface and the large bandgap of

organic semiconductors. As for the exceptions, large (B0.5 eV)

dipoles have been measured,43 which are not easy to rationalise

in terms of either the HOMO or LUMO relative positions, yet

clearly appeal to the ‘donor’ or ‘acceptor’ character of the

organic materials.

When applied to OO interfaces, our model yields good

agreement with the observed interfacial dipoles:22 the direction

of the dipole is always correctly predicted, and its magnitude is

in good agreement with the experimental values (see Fig. 12),

within 0.15 eV of the measured dipoles. SOO is around 0.5 in

the cases presented in this Figure;66 this points in the direction

of poor screening and is consistent with experimental observation

of small or zero interface dipole (SOO = 1 would correspond

to vacuum level alignment). Thus, the initial offset between the

CNL positions is not efficiently screened once the junction is

formed.

Thus, when considering molecular band offsets of low-weight

organic molecules, we believe our approach in terms of the

CNL to be very useful. The puzzling observation of vacuum

level alignment at most heterojunctions, coexisting with large

dipoles in a few interfaces can be easily understood within the

CNL picture: only interfaces with very large initial CNL offsets

(such as those involving PTCDA or PTCBI) will give rise to

large dipoles at the interface. This allows for the understanding

and prediction of molecular band offsets of organic semi-

conductors in a general and intuitive manner.

Table 6 Results for several MO interfaces [units: eV (except for S)]

CNL S(th.) S(exp) SDP (1 � S)(FM � CNL) SDmol DT(th.) DT(exp.)

Au/PTCDA �4.8 0.16 B0 0.12 0.25 — 0.39 B0.25
Au/PTCBI �4.4 0.16 B0 0.17 0.50 — 0.67 0.4
Au/CBP �4.05 0.50 B0.6 0.21 0.43 — 0.64 0.5
Au/CuPc �3.8 0.30 B0.25 0.22 1.05 — 1.27 B1.2
Au/S-Bt �3.75 0.28 — 0.11 0.26 0.63 1.00 1.00

Fig. 12 Molecular band offsets at several organic heterojunctions.

The Figure gives the theoretical66 (black) and experimental22 (grey)

values for the interface dipole. Notice that the vacuum alignment rule

is followed in most cases, but large dipoles are observed at some

interfaces.
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In addition to the theoretical calculation of the CNL as

outlined above, the CNL position of several organic materials

has recently been extracted from experimental results for

several metal/organic interfaces.70,71 In the case of Molodtsova

et al.,70 by analyzing a set of interfaces of CuPc and its

fluorinated derivative, the authors used the IDIS eqn (20)

and (23) (with Dmol = 0 in this case) to solve for the CNLs

of both materials, the screening parameters and the

‘pillow’ contribution. Also, Salomon et al.71 obtained the

CNL position for THAP (tris2,5-bis3,5-bis-trifluoromethyl-

phenylthieno-3,4-b,h,n�1,4,5,8,9,12-hexaazatriphenylene) from

their analysis of the alignment at the Au/THAP interface.

The good agreement of the CNL values estimated in this

manner with the calculated values suggests the usefulness of

the IDIS model in understanding molecular level offsets at

these weakly-interacting interfaces, which, as mentioned

previously, may not be easily understood from standard

DFT calculations.

5. The integer charge transfer model

We now discuss the integer charge transfer (ITC) model, which

offers an alternative view of weakly-interacting interfaces24,72–75

involving luminescent polymers.

The main characteristic of these materials is that they are

very soft (with a very strong electron–phonon interaction), in

such a way that creating an electron or a hole in the system

(as corresponds to the molecule affinity or ionization levels)

will induce a geometric relaxation leading to the formation of

polaronic states. Examples of these polymers are PFO

(poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene); P3HT (poly(3-hexylthiophene));

TFB (poly(dioctylfluorene-co-N-(4-butylphenyl)diphenylamine));

and P10AF (poly(9-(10-decylundecylidene)fluorene)).76,77

The ICT model describes the energy level alignment as being

governed by polaron states: when the substrate work function

is within the polaronic levels (EP+ o FM o EP�), no charge is

transferred and the vacuum level rule is observed. When, on

the other hand, the work function reaches the energy of an

organic polaronic state (FM 4 EP� or FM o EP+, complete

charge transfer takes place and the Fermi level is completely

pinned at this energy. The organic DOS corresponds to sharp

peaks at the polaronic energies and zero between them

(Fig. 13).

Experimental data for interfaces of luminiscent polymers

clearly follows the behaviour predicted by the ICT model

(see Fig. 14).

Fig. 14 shows, for different luminiscent materials, their

work function (difference between their Fermi level and the

vacuum level) as a function of the substrate (metal)

workfunction.24 In all the cases these data show a linear

behaviour, except when the substrate has a workfunction,

FM, outside the interval (EP+,EP�). From this Figure,

Salaneck and collaborators extracted the ionization energy

(HOMO level), the polaronic level and the relaxation energy

shown in Table 7.

An important point to notice is that these luminescent

organic materials are assumed to form very weakly inter-

acting interfaces ‘‘when surfaces and/or film depositions

have been prepared in high-to-low vacuum and ambient

atmosphere/glovebox conditions’’,24 even weaker than the

ones formed between Au and, say, CuPc or CBP.

We end up this section by commenting that, in our opinion,

ICT is complementary to the IDIS-model. First, we note that,

even in the absence of polarons, if the metal workfunction

were outside the energy gap, the Fermi level would be pinned

by either the HOMO or the LUMO levels. Then, the

behaviour described by the ICT model would correspond to

the case of very weakly interacting interfaces (S = 1) in the

IDIS-case, with an effective transport gap defined by the levels

EP+, EP�, instead of the usual HOMO or LUMO. As

commented in ref. 78 ‘‘when there is a significant overlap

between the orbitals of the interacting [media], a partial

charge transfer is always a consequence of their orbital

mixing; . . .a full electron transfer becomes an option when

the interaction between the two [media] is very weak.’’

Fig. 13 HOMO and LUMO levels, as well as the polaronic states

EP� and EP+, of an electroluminescent polymer.

Fig. 14 Dependence of work function of polymer coated substrate,

FELP/SUB, on the work function of bare substrate, FSUB, for four

materials studied, namely P3Ht, TFB, P10AF, and PFO. Reprinted,

from ref. 24, with permission from IOP Publishing Limited.

Copyright 2007.

Table 7 Estimates of essential parameters that characterize the
energetics at the interface, as obtained by UPS measurements:
ionization potential IP, polaronic energy and polaronic relaxation
energy. Reprinted, from ref. 24, with permission from IOP Publishing
Limited. Copyright 2007

ELP
IP/
�0.1 eV

Polaronic energy/
�0.1 eV

Relaxation energy/
�0.1 eV

P3HT 4.5 4.0 0.5
TFB 5.4 4.7 0.7
P10AF 5.5 5.1 0.4
PFO 5.8 5.2 0.6
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6. DFT-approach: hybrid potentials

6.1 DFT-approach and the ‘‘scissor’’-Hamiltonian

DFT has been used in the literature to study MO interfaces, in

many cases not addressing or even completely ignoring the

organic energy gap problem. As discussed in section III this

may present serious limitations for interfaces with Au, where

image potential effects and self-interaction corrections for the

transport energy gap do not cancel out. In this section, we

discuss in detail C60, PTCDA and benzene on noble metals to

illustrate how the ‘‘organic energy gap problem’’ may affect

our understanding of the barrier height formation.

Let us first consider the Au(111)/C60 interface: as discussed

in section III, Louie and collaborators52 have shown how the

organic transport energy gap depends on the M/O distance. At

the equilibrium distance, 2.5 Å, this gap is 2.5 eV, significantly

(0.9 eV) larger than the LDA-gap of 1.6 eV. Detailed

LDA-calculations on this interface, using a (2
ffiffiffi
3
p

x2
ffiffiffi
3
p

)R301

surface unit cell, has been presented byWang and Cheng;79 the

most favourable adsortion site is a hcp position with a

chemisorption energy of 1.27 eV per molecule (no van der Waals

interaction is introduced in this calculation).

Our group has recalculated this interface,80 for the

equilibrium distance of Wang and Cheng,79 using a local

orbital basis LDA-approach, combined with a ‘‘scissors’’

operator that fits the LDA gap to the experimental value by

rigidly shifting the empty and occupied parts of the spectrum

by the same amount.81 In agreement with experimental and

theoretical evidence,82,83 the metal workfunction is initially

located 0.15 eV above the molecule midgap. Fig. 15 shows the

molecule density of states (DOS) for an energy gap fitted to

2.5 eV; the molecule CNL, the metal workfunction, and the

HOMO and LUMO levels as well as the Fermi energy level are

also shown. The Fermi level is located 0.1 eV above the CNL

and the total dipole, DT, is calculated to be 0.75 eV; moreover,

in these calculations the bare ‘‘pillow’’ dipole is DP = 1.9 eV

and S= 0.07 (yielding SDP = 0.14 eV). For this small value of

S, the Fermi level is practically aligned with the organic CNL

(see eqn (26)), and the total dipole, DT, is close to (CNL � FM)

(0.65 eV in these calculations). The experimental dipole has

been found to be 0.6 eV.82

It is worth considering the same interface within the

IDIS-model using the DFT-gap of 1.6 eV. A gap smaller by

0.9 eV, makes the LUMO lower by 0.45 eV and changes

(LUMO � CNL) to 0.17 eV ((LUMO � CNL) scales roughly

with the gap). Then, we find (CNL � FM) = 0.33 eV. This

makes the total interface dipole smaller by around 0.3 eV than

by using the appropriate gap of 2.5 eV; slight modifications in

the value of S introduces no appreciable changes in this

conclusion.

We now consider the Cu(111)/C60 interface. LDA-calculations

by Wang and Chen83 yield a Cu/molecule equilibrium distance

of 2.0 Å; this is 0.5 Å smaller than the Au/C60 distance and

suggests, in view of the discussion presented in section III, that

the Cu/C60 interface can be accurately analyzed using LDA.

The experimental dipole for this interface is found to be

0.08 eV,82 much smaller than the one measured for Au(111)/C60.

In terms of the IDIS-model, this can be understood from the

smaller workfunction for Cu (4.95 eV instead of 5.25 eV of Au),

and the smaller energy gap for C60 on Cu (1.6 eV instead of

2.5 eV on Au). In this case CNL � FM = 0.13 eV, which is

0.57 eV smaller than the Au case (from which 0.3 eVcome

from the smaller FM, and 0.27 from the smaller energy gap).

A similar argument for Ag(111)/C60 yields a value of �0.37 eV
for CNL � FM (FM is above the CNL), indicating that

the interface dipole in this case increases the metal

workfunction.79

We now turn our attention to the metal/PTCDA interfaces.

We first consider the Ag(111)/PTCDA case which has been

theoretically analyzed by Picozzi et al.31 using a GGA-DFT

approach; in these calculations the molecule was not allowed

to relax and its distance to the surface was fixed to 2.8 Å,

following the experimental evidence.84 In our discussion of

section III we showed that, for this interface, the self-interaction

corrections were practically cancelled out by image potential

effects, and concluded that a GGA-DFT approach would yield

an appropriate description of the gap. In ref. 31, the transport

energy gap was calculated to beE1.6 eV at the interface of the

Ag/PTCDA junction, and the interface Fermi level was found

to be very close to the LUMO. These results can be under-

stood by means of the IDIS model in the following way:

consider first the discussion presented in section IV for

PTCDA on Au; in this case, the gap at the interface is

3.2 eV,5 and the CNL was located 0.9 eV above the LUMO

level (see Fig. 10). Extrapolating these results to the Ag-case,

the CNL for PTCDA on Ag would be located 0.45 eV from

the LUMO (the energy gap is 1.6 eV), and 5.35 eV from the

vacuum level (this value is 4.8 eV for the Au/PTCDA inter-

face, see Fig. 10). Since the Ag-workfunction is about 4.6 eV,

we find (taking SE 0.10; in Au/PTCDA, S was found E0.17)

EF � CNL = S(FM � CNL) = 0.08 eV; in addition, the

‘‘pillow’’ dipole has to be considered: for Au/PTCDA its value

is 0.8 eV so that, assuming it to be around 1.5 eV for the

Ag/PTCDA interface (due to the smaller metal–organic

Fig. 15 DOS and integrated DOS projected on the C60 molecule for

the C60/Au(111) interface. EF is the origin of energy. The origin for the

integrated DOS is arbitrary. The energy gap is fitted to 2.5 eV. The

molecule CNL, the metal workfunction, and the HOMO and LUMO

levels as well as the Fermi energy level are shown. The Fermi level is

located 0.1 eV above the CNL and the total dipole, D, is calculated to

be 0.75 eV.
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distance), we would get SDP E 0.15eV (which we assume to

have an uncertainty of �0.1 eV). This suggests that the

Fermi level is around 0.23 � 0.1 eV above the CNL, namely,

0.22 eV from the LUMO level in good agreement with

Picozzi et al.’s results.

Hauschild et al.85,86 have also analyzed the PTCDA/

Ag(111) interface by means of a fully consistent GGA-DFT-

calculations, where the full structure was allowed to relax.

Their calculations yield a molecule–substrate distance of

3.38 Å, and a binding energy of 0.075 eV/molecule; this

clearly indicates that still van der Waals forces should be

included to obtain a reliable equilibrium distance

(experimentally E2.85 Å57). It is interesting to comment

that in these calculations a DFT-energy gap of 1.6 eV is

expected, since no self-interactions or image potential

effects were introduced. This DFT-calculation shows,

however, an important chemical interaction between Ag

and PTCDA, with the LUMO being partially filled (the

LUMO-derived peak is 1.4 eV broad), contributing to

the adsorption energy. This Ag–LUMO interaction introduces

some distortion of the molecule but, in spite of all these

effects, the Fermi level is still found to be close to the center

of the LUMO level (0.6 electrons are transferred from the

metal to the molecule) as in the undistorted molecule

case; results that have been confirmed by the experimental

evidence.60,84

For the sake of completeness, we also mention the work of

Carr et al.,87 and Baratoff et al.88 for PTCDA or similar

molecules. In these calculations, GGA-DFT has been used

to analyze the reaction of PTCDA and Ti87 or the interaction

of NTCDA (a molecule very similar to PTCDA) on Ag(110).88

In this last case, the authors interpreted the charge transfer

(and the interface dipole) between the molecule and Ag in

terms of the IDIS model (see also ref. 13).

Finally, we discuss some metal/benzene interfaces.89

Bagus and collaborators18,90 have analyzed the noble metal/

benzene cases with an ab initio wave-function based method

using self-consistent field theory with second order

Møller–Plesset correction. The advantage of this method,

compared with LDA or GGA calculations, is the inclusion of

van der Waals forces that are mandatory to obtain an

appropriate metal/molecule distance, and the possibility to

relax the organic or metal basis wavefunctions independently.

In particular, for the Au/benzene interface, this distance was

found to be 3.8 Å, a value that might be thought to be a little

too large when compared with other organic molecules.90

Another important quantity obtained from these calculations

is the induced interface dipole, that amounts to 0.87 eV

for Au(111)/benzene, in reasonable agreement with the

experimental evidence of E1.1 eV.90

More importantly, Bagus et al.18,90 have argued that this

induced dipole comes mainly from the interface ‘‘pillow’’

dipole. However, their sophisticated description of exchange

effects at the interface, results in a very high computational

cost, which limits the description of the metal substrate

to a cluster, which might prevent the formation of the full

screening process operating at the interface, as well as the

full image potential, both of which reduce the organic

energy gap. Using the IDIS-model language, this would be

reflected in the value of the total induced dipole that can be

written as:

DT = DP + (1 � S)(CNL � FM � DP) (24)

working with a small cluster would make S larger, thus

yielding a smaller dipole (1 � S)(CNL � FM � DP), thereby

enhancing the role played by DP. This effect might explain the

difference between the experimental interface dipole (E1.1 eV)

and their calculated value (E0.897 eV).

Although benzene has been analyzed when deposited

on Al28,29 using GGA, we do not know of equivalent

calculations for benzene on Au, Ag or Cu. For Al/benzene,

LDA yields28 a weak chemisorption energy of E0.35 eV, at a

distance of E4.0 Å, indicating that van der Waals forces

might be necessary to better understand this system.

LDA-calculations for the Au(111)/benzene interface, using

the scissors operator which fits the gap to its appropriate

value, were performed by our group in ref. 81 taking a

Au/benzene distance of E3 Å, following X-rays experiments

for pentacene.57 In these calculations, an energy gap of

4.7 eV was taken (GGA), and an interface dipole of E2 eV

was found; modifying that energy gap to 6.3 eV, as suggested

in section III, do not substantially change the value of

this large dipole, indicating that probably the Au/benzene

distance is much larger than 3 Å, closer to 3.8 Å as suggested

by Bagus and collaborators.90 More work in this system using

DFT is necessary to fully understand the role played by the

charge transfer and the pillow dipoles in the formation of the

interface barrier.

6.2 Hybrid potentials

Since, as we have seen, conventional DFT cannot describe

the energy gap of the molecule or at certain interfaces,

other approaches have been explored. Hybrid potentials

where LDA is combined with a HF-approximation are a

fashionable approach (see ref. 91 for a general overview).

The main problem with this approach is that, at M/O inter-

faces, it is not easy to have an appropriate hybrid potential

for both the molecule and the metal.92 The advantage of

using a local orbital basis as discussed above, is that one

can more easily combine hybrid potentials which are valid for

both materials.

It is convenient to discuss at this point how one can

introduce, in the LCAO-OO approach, a Hartree–Fock

approximation.54 We start our discussion using eqn (3), (4)

and (6). Eqn (6) defines the effective Hamiltonian for electrons

with the exchange and correlation energies given by eqn (3)

and (4).45 The exchange energy is a kind of ‘‘local’’ approxi-

mation for the exchange term:

Ex ¼ � 1

2

X
iabs

Ui;abniabsnibas �
1

2

X
iajbs

Jia;jbnia;jbsnjbs;ia ð25Þ

If instead of using eqn (3) for Ex = �1
2

P
iasJ

eff
ia nias(1� nias), we

use eqn (25), one can easily see (taking its derivative) that
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this functional introduces in the effective Hamiltonian the

off-diagonal terms:

Tiabs = �Uiabsnibas

Tia,jbs = �Jia,jbsnjb,ias (26)

which should substitute for Vx
ia. E

c can either be kept in this

formulation or neglected; in this last case we strictly recover

the HF-approximation. Combining this HF-approximation

with Ec is already a sort of hybrid approximation where a

non-local HF-interaction (eqn (26)) and a local potential, Ec,

are used.

The advantage of using this approach is that one recovers

a better description of the molecule transport energy gap. This

is easily seen by considering eqn (3) and (9) and replacing the

exchange contribution, 1
2

P
iaJ

eff
ia dniam

2, by the following one

�1
2

P
iabsUi,abdniabsdnibas � 1

2

P
iajbsJia,jbsdnia,jbsdnis,ia. This

yields, in this approximation, the following affinity level:

A ¼ eHybrid
LUMO þ

1

2

X
iabðaabÞ

Uiabdnia"dnib" þ
1

2

X
ia; jb

Jia; jbdnia"dnjb"

þ 1

2

X
fiað ~Ui � Jeff

ia Þdn2ia"

� 1

2

X
iabs

Ui;abdniab"dniba"

� 1

2

X
iajbs

Jia; jbdnia; jb"dnjb;ia" ð27Þ

where eHybrid
LUMO is the LUMO-level as calculated in this hybrid

approximation. By realizing that dniabmdnibam = dniamdnjbm
and dnia,jbmdnjb,iam = dniamdnibm, one recovers the equation:

A ¼ eHybrid
LUMO þ

1

2

X
fiað ~Ui � Jeff

ia Þdn2ia" ð28Þ

similarly:

I ¼ eHybrid
LUMO �

1

2

X
fiað ~Ui � Jeff

ia Þdn2ia" ð29Þ

where we find that the hybrid levels represent a good

approximation to the affinity and ionization levels of the

system: this is the result of using a HF-approximation for

the exchange terms instead of the local potential associated

with eqn (3).

We should stress that we are assuming throughout that

the system (molecule) does not relax when creating

either an electron or a hole. Notice also that this

HF-approximation eliminates (except for the correlation term)

the self-interaction error introduced by DFT in the molecular

levels because of the molecular exchange-hole introduced in

this approach.

An extension of this approach consists in combining both

the local and the non-local exchange energies. Then, the

exchange energy looks like:

Ex ¼� b
2

X
Jeff
ia niasð1� niasÞ �

ð1� bÞ
2

X
iabs

Ui;abniabsnibas

� ð1� bÞ
2

X
iajbs

Jia; jbnia; jbsnjbs;ia

ð30Þ

where b measures the weight of the local exchange energy.

This yields for the molecular levels:

A ¼ eHybrid
LUMO þ

b
2

X
iabðaabÞ

Uiabdnia"dnib" þ
b
2

X
ia;jb

Jia; jbdnia"dnjb"

þ b
2

X
ia

Jeff
ia dn2ia" þ

1

2

X
fiað ~Ui � Jeff

ia Þdn2ia"

I ¼ eHybrid
HOMO �

b
2

X
iabðaabÞ

Uiabdn0ia"dn
0
ib" �

b
2

X
ia;jb

Jia;jbdn0ia"dn
0
ib"

� b
2

X
ia

Jeff
ia dn02ia" �

b
2

X
fiað ~Ui � Jeff

ia Þdn02ia"

ð31Þ

In particular, b can be fitted so that the Hartree and exchange

contributions cancel out the correlation one in eqn (31). In this

way, one can work in a hybrid approximation such that:

A = eHybrid
LUMO

I = eHybrid
HOMO(b a 0) (32)

This approach can be used to analyze the interaction between

the molecule and a metal. In this approximation we still work

with the hybrid potentials in the molecule and use conven-

tional DFT for the metal. Obviously, one has to be careful

about how to introduce the image potential discussed in

section III: this can be taken into account as a correction that

affects differently to each molecular level. In practice, this is

like a ‘‘scissor’’ operator, Vimage
ia, jb , acting on the molecule local

orbitals, ia. So, at a metal/organic interface, one should

introduce the hybrid functional, Ex, and the image ‘‘scissor

operator’’ Vimage
ia, jb ; keeping conventional DFT for the metal. At

this point we should establish contact with the comments

made in section III about the molecule energy gap near a

metal surface: the ‘‘image potential scissor operator’’

introduces the image potential effects in the molecule; but in

addition to this effect, one should realize that the metal/

molecule interaction delocalizes the molecule exchange-hole.

This delocalization makes the Fock-contribution to the

molecule energy gap less effective, reducing by a factor g the

self-interaction-contribution, ESI, to the gap.93

We end up this section by discussing the interface properties

of a self-assembled monolayer of benzenethiolate (C6H5S–)

adsorbed on the Cu(001) surface, using the hybrid-potential

approach we have just discussed. Different self-assembled

monolayers of a p-conjugated thiol have been analyzed, trying

to tune the interface properties of the sulfur–Au bond by

modifying the molecule ionization potential. In particular,

Bredas, Zojer and collaborators have analyzed the molecules

S(CH4)2X, with X = NH2, CN and SH;86–88 also, De Renzi

et al.94 have considered the (CH3S)2 and the (CH3S) cases.

These studies seem to show that the level alignment associated

with the S–Au bond are insensitive to the self-assembled

molecule deposited on the metal. We believe the results

presented below for (C6H5S–) in the framework of the

IDIS-model54 confirm these findings.

Fig. 16 shows the DOS on the sulfur and one of the C atoms

of the (C6H5S–)-molecule. In these calculations the molecule
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has been assumed to be located in an upright position on the

Cu(001)-surface forming a 2 � 3-structure,23 and use of a local

basis LDA-approach, combined with the hybrid potential

discussed above, has been made to analyze the interface charge

transfer, the Fermi level and the interface dipole. In Fig. 16, we

also show the initial metal workfunction, FM, the interface

Fermi level, EF, the CNL and the free molecule energy

levels before the contact is established (taking into account

self-interaction correction).

Notice the following: (a) the HOMO-level is mainly a sulfur-

derived state, while the LUMO-level is C-like; this fact

explains the LUMO-level dependence on the different chemical

substituents of the molecule.51,54,95,96 (b) The interface Fermi

level, EF, is about 1.1 eV above the HOMO, while the CNL is

0.15 eV above EF. (c) Our calculations also show that the

interface has a low screening, with S E 0.5. In particular, it is

found that: DP + DM = 0.85 eV, and CNL � FM) = 1.10 eV,

so that DT = (1 � S)(CNL � FM) + S(DP + DM) = 0.95 eV,

in good agreement with experimental evidence.23 The screened

pillow and molecular dipole contributions as well as the IDIS-

dipole are here very similar (SDP E 0.42 eV and SDM E 0.53 eV,

respectively) to those obtained in ref. 23, (0.40 eV and 0.60 eV).

(d) More importantly, these results show that the interface

Fermi level and the organic CNL are critically determined by

the sulfur-derived density of states, fixing the hole barrier. This

is a clear evidence that for any thiol molecule adsorbed on the

metal surface, the interface barrier is a very local property

governed by the metal/sulfur bond; this fact explains the

insensitivity of the barrier formation to the changes in the

rest of the molecule.51,54,95,96

7. Final remarks and conclusions

In this review, we have presented a discussion of our actual

theoretical understanding of the barrier height formation

at organic interfaces, with particular emphasis on the

metal/organic case. In this regard, we have commented that

using DFT-theory to calculate MO and OO interfaces would

be highly desirable; however, as discussed in detail in section

III, those calculations are limited by the so called ‘‘energy gap

problem for organic materials’’. This is related to the fact

that Kohn–Sham DFT levels do not provide the appropriate

transport energy gap for those materials: in particular, in

organic molecules, this energy gap is much larger than

the one calculated in conventional DFT (LDA or GGA),

and we have discussed in section III this discrepancy in

terms of the self-energy interaction associated with the

corresponding level.

Organic molecules deposited on metals present a case where

image potential effects partially compensate this self-interaction

correction; in particular, we have analyzed different molecules

on noble metals and have found that, for Cu (and probably Ag),

image potential effects are so strong that we can rely on

conventional DFT to calculate MO interfaces; however, Au

presents the other limit where still self-interaction corrections

are large enough to make conventional DFT inaccurate. This

is very interesting from the point of view of the physics of DFT

and many-body theory, because the organic/noble metal

interface offers a benchmark for studying how one can move

from a limit where the electron screening is so high that

Kohn–Sham LDA levels are a good approximation to the

energy levels of the system, to the case where one has to go

beyond conventional DFT.91

In section VI, we have discussed some alternatives to deal

with the energy gap problem for organic interfaces (using

either a scissors operator or a hybrid potential) without having

to pay the prize of using accurate but very demanding

computational methods such as GW. This is the most reliable

approach we nowadays have to solve the ‘‘energy gap problem

for organic materials’’,52,53 but its broad use is limited by its

high computational cost; this suggests that the use of hybrid

potentials91 is probably the best way of having a simple but

accurate approach to analyze systematically MO and OO

interfaces. The problem here is that these hybrid potential

approaches are not easy to use for both the metal and the

organic material in a plane-wave formalism;90 however, our

discussion in section VI shows an alternative for solving this

difficulty using a local orbital basis.

On the other hand, simple models are convenient for under-

standing the physics behind the calculations. For organic

interfaces this is more necessary because of the problems with

conventional DFT-methods. In sections IV and V we have

presented two approaches, the unified IDIS-model and the

ICT-model, which have been found to offer a qualitative and

semiquantitative description of the barriers at organic

interfaces. We have argued that the ICT-model can be

considered as a limiting case of the IDIS-approach,

corresponding to very weak interaction between the metal

and the organic material.

Regarding the unified IDIS-model (section IV) we have

shown that an organic material is characterized by its

CNL; this is a kind of electronegativity level which defines

the magnitude and direction of charge transfer to (or

from) other materials. The other quantity defining the

amount of charge transferred at the interface is the screening

Fig. 16 DOS in the C (black), S (red) and Cu (green) atoms shown in

the inset, for the (C6H5S–) molecule adsorbed on Cu(100); the levels of

the isolated molecule after including self-interaction and image potential

corrections (blue) are also shown. In the right inset, these levels are

compared with the ones calculated including only self-interaction

corrections. In these calculations, a spin-restricted approximation

has been used, so that the level located at �2.1 eV is half occupied.
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parameter, either SMO or SOO; then the IDIS-dipole is given by

(1 � SMO)(CNL � FM) or (1 � SOO)(CNL1 � CNL2). In the

unified IDIS-model the ‘‘pillow’’, DP, and the molecular, DM,

dipoles are introduced in such a way that the total dipole for a

MO-interface is (1 � SMO)(CNL � FM) + SMO(D
P + DM); at

an OO-interface DP is negligible and the total dipole is reduces

to (1 � SOO(CNL1–CNL2) + SOOD
M. We have shown that

this approach is in good agreement with the experimental

evidence and with some DFT-calculations presented in section

VI. In particular, LDA or GGA-calculations for C60/Cu(111),

PTCDA/Ag(111) and benzenethiol/Cu(001) can be well-

understood within the unified IDIS-model.

We conclude that, although the IDIS and the ICT-models

provide satisfactory approaches for understanding qualitatively

and semiquantitatively the physics behind the barrier

formation at organic interfaces, the main problem in this area

is the development of new DFT-methods (beyond LDA or

GGA) which afford the possibility of performing reliable

calculations for all organic interfaces, without the computational

demands of GW. In order to reach this goal, an extra difficulty

not discussed in this paper should be addressed: the incorporation

of van der Waals forces in those calculations to determine

accurately the most favourable organic interface geometries.
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